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- Liberal and Neo-Orthodox Protestantism
- Liberal Roman Catholicism
- Unitarianism and Universalism
- Russelism/Jehovah’s Witnesses
- Mormons
- Christian Science
- Unity School of Christianity
- Christ-adelphianism
- Armstrongism/The Radio Church of God
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Endnotes:
  1) Introduction: E. G. Homrighausen, ‘The Second Epistle

of Peter,” Exposition, IB ,XII, 1957, p. 166.
  2) 1:5: From the spoken ministry of Tom Olson, a personal

friend of the author.
  3) 1:5: R. C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of the Epistles of

St. Peter, St. John and St. Jude, p. 266.
 4) 1:5: This famous story is widely recounted. See, for

example, S. M. Houghton, Sketches from Church History,
pp. 114-116.

  5) 1:6: Robert G. Lee, Seven Swords and Other Messages,
p. 46.

  6) 1:16: When we use two words to give oune meaning, such
as „good and mad” to mean very mad, it is called a
hendiadys (from the Greek for „one through two”). The
Bible uses this figure of speech frequently, as here, so it is
good to be able to recognize it.

  7) 1:16: John A. T. Robinson, Honest to God, p. 32,33.
  8) 1:18: Roman Catholic tradition makes Mt-Tabor the site of

the Transfiguration, and it does indeed have shrines on it.
Historically this tradition is impossible, as Tabor is not a
high mountain and the Gospels say it was «exceedingly
high». Also, there was probably a Roman garrison on Mr.
Tabor in the time of our Lord, a poor backdrop for a pri-
vate revelation ! Mt. Hermon, a high snowcapped range
north of Galilee is a very likely site.

  9) 1:20: The Greek word epilusis can be translated ‘origin”
(NKJV margin) as well as ‘‘interpretation.”

10) 1:20: Dinsdale T. Young, The Unveiled Evangel, pp. 13,
14.

11) 1:21: The critical text (NU) reads ‘‘but men spoke from
God.”

12) 2:1: Wallie Amos Criswell, The Evangel, Largo, FL., No-
vember 1949, page 1.

13) 2:1: Nels Ferré, The Sun and the Umbrella, pp. 35, 112.
14) 2:1: Gerald Kennedy, God’s Good News, p. 125.
15) 2:2: John A. T. Robinson, Honest, p. 118.
16) 2:2: NCC, Called to Responsible Freedom, p. 11.





17) 2:6: A. J. Pollock, Why I Believe the Bible is the Word of
God, p. 23.

18) 2:16: R. C. H. Lenski, Interpretation, pp. 326, 327.
19) 2:17: The word ‘‘forever” is omitted by NU here, but not in

the close parallel in Jude 13.
20) 2:18: The NU text here reads ‘‘are barely escaping.”
21) 3:10: Instead of ‘‘burned up” (katakaeµsetai) the NU text

reads ‘‘found” (heuretheµsetai), perhaps meaning ‘‘laid
bare.”

22) 3:16: Albert Barnes, Notes on the New Testament, X:268.
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